Fendercare Marine has delivered successful LNG STS operations to gas
majors, leading commodity traders and regasification vessel owners and
operators.

As with every STS operation we attend, all the necessary licences and permissions were obtained from local
authorities and governing bodies and through our marine assurance due diligence was conducted prior to the
operations commencing. These include a vessel compatibility study, a detailed weather study and a location
and operation specific LNG STS risk assessment.

We are experienced in performing operations at anchor (berthing assistance from tugs), as well as underway in deep water, whereby vessels were safely moored together under guidance from our specialist
LNG STS Superintendents.

Among Fendercare Marine’s LNG achievements we have many firsts, including:

Our LNG STS solutions allow customers to:
Have an opportunity to break bulk
iMaximise trading routes and cargo flows
iGas up and cool down — saving on port costs
iAccess to emergency STS response and contingency

The first open seas LNG STS for two of the world’s largest gas majors
The first LNG STS at Cyprus and Gibraltar
The world’s first on the buoy LNG STS operation
Provision included Fendercare Marine led hazard identification (HAZID), bespoke fender mooring and vessel
mooring systems, and tug supply & management. In addition, a bespoke simulator course to assist training
of all participants (vessel masters, crew, tug captains and local pilots) was delivered.

Strategic customer solutions
Our experience and expertise in STS operations enables us to
understand our customers’ requirements, allowing Fendercare Marine
to provide tailored strategic solutions maximising LNG cargo deliveries.

Our extensive global network of STS bases includes the strategic LNG
locations shown on the map to the right — all of which have the
necessary approvals. If you have a specific LNG STS need in an area not
shown here, please ask. We are able to organise additional locations in a
relatively short time scale and have the proven expertise and experience to
deliver to your exact needs and requirements.
Our base at Subic Bay in the
Philippines is an example of the
type of LNG STS location that
we can establish for clients. It
provides a convenient break
bulk and distribution hub
supporting trading patterns in
Eastern Asia.
Its benefits include:
+ Sheltered bay suitable for yearmround operations
+ All necessary STS licences and p
mpermissions
+ Rigorous new base due diligence
+ Location-specific LNG risk
a assessment

Our team ensures a full understanding of customer requirements so that we can provide you
with a service specifically tailored to your LNG cargo needs. For customers with regular
requirements for LNG STS operations outside of our current base network, Fendercare Marine will
endeavour to identify a safe location, gain the necessary licences & permissions, and provide the highest
standards of expertise, equipment and support.

Our scope of supply includes:
Yokohama primary and secondary fenders
Manifold to manifold LNG transfer system
Highly qualified and experienced LNG STS
superintendents
Support craft to rig/unrig STS equipment
Tug supply and management (where required)
to assist with berthing/unberthing and to
provide guard tug duties
All necessary STS licences and permissions

Bespoke LNG simulator training, utilising state
of the art equipment
OCIMF/SIGTTO Industry compliant procedures
Operation-specific risk assessments
Compatibility assessment/fender mooring
arrangement
Technical marine support
24/7 operation co-ordination
OPTIMOOR study

Safety is at the forefront of Fendercare Marine’s procedures, operating above
industry specified guidelines to maintain its exemplary safety record.
Fendercare’s LNG Transfer
System is a universal, ‘plug
& play’ system providing
the latest in technology
and ensures that maximum
throughput can be
achieved.
The system has been manufactured
to meet all necessary ISO
accreditations and meets the
applicable SIL level.

Our transfer system includes:
• Gutteling Hose
• ERC’s
• HPU
• Y-Piece reducers
• Hoses Saddles c/w
fall arrest

Fendercare Marine is the industry’s leading global STS provider. Our team is
experienced in complete project fulfilment, from concept to delivery and our
expertise ensures the smooth implementation and use of your LNG project.
Technical marine assurance
Feasibility studies, including hindcast weather studies
STS plans
Vessel compatibility assessments
Mooring plans
Bespoke LNG simulator training, utilising state of the art
equipment
Location/operation specific risk assessments
Technical advice

24/7 Co-ordination team
Dedicated team of highly skilled operations
co-ordinators
On duty 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
committed to keeping you updated and
informed

LNG STS superintendents
Widely regarded as preeminent in providing a
first class service with many years’ experience
within the STS industry
Located worldwide and available at short notice
Available for LNG project consultancy

We ensure that every STS operation has all the
necessary licences and permissions obtained
from local authorities and governing bodies so
that clients are able to focus on what’s
important to their business. We work with our
customers to comprehensively review all
operational requirements and associated
documentation, gathering data for all elements
of STS operations, including the vessels used,
equipment and locations so that we can
continually improve our processes.

